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The mass balance equations of SB4N, with m is steady state ENP mass (g) per compartment and species, emission e to the environment (g.s -1 )
and transport and removal rates (s -1 ) expressed in matrix A Free in rain:
Agg. in rain:
Att. in rain:
Free in soil pore water:
Agg. in soil pore water:
Att. to soil grains:
Free in water:
Agg. in water:
Att. in water:
Free in sediment pore water:
Agg. in sediment pore water:
Att. to sediment grains: Accumulation 116 0.217 2.9 10 9
Coarse 1800 0.380 3 10 5 *1. The density of an aerosol particle itself is characterized as 1.37 10 2 kg.m -3 based on the average chemical composition of measured aerosols 29  Table S6 . Collision rates between ENPs with natural colloids (<450 nm) and larger suspended particles in water. 30 
Collision mechanism Equation
Brownian motion 16 
*1 According to the DLVO theory, the interaction energy between suspended colloidal particles can be evaluated as the sum of the attractive van der Waals (V VDW ) and the repulsive electrical double-layer (V EDL ) energies. The resultant interaction energy (V T ) determines the work that is necessary for the colloids to stick to each other as they must overcome the repulsive energy between them. 33 In case the ENP and natural colloid are of about equal size a simple approximation (V T ≈ V max ) for the aggregation efficiency for the two colliding colloids can be applied. 34 The aggregation efficiency (α agg )is ultimately derived as a function of the ionic strength of the surrounding water (I), the radii (r ENP , r NC ), Hamaker constants (A Hamaker(ENP,water,NC) ), and surface potentials (Ψ ENP , Ψ NC ) of the ENPs and the natural colloids (NC). 2 Electric double layer energy 30 ܸ ா ൌ 2ߨߝ ߝ Ґ Ґ ݁ ିச *1 It is assumed that the interaction between ENPs and larger natural particles can be approached as an interaction between a nanoparticle and a surface, because of their relatively large difference in size (<100 nm versus 450 nm). (ENP,water,grain) ) of the ENP, and the radius of the grain (r grain ), porosity ( f ), and Darcy velocity (U Darcy ) of the porous medium, see SI Table 8 [2] . The dissolution mechanism to be applied in SB4N is selected on the information that is available per case. Dissolution rates can also differ per aqueous medium and ENP species. SB4N easily deals with these possible differences, because its matrix A considers the environmental media as well as the free, aggregated, and attaches species of ENP. Different dissolution rates can be assigned per matrix cell and thus per environmental medium and ENP species. Table S19 . First-order rate constants for advective transports [14] [15] [16] Mechanism Equation 37 Soil is composed of a solid fraction of 0.6, a pore water fraction of 0.2 and an air fraction of 0.2 [14] [15] [16] First-order rate constant for resuspension from sediments (SE) to water (W) for attached ENP species* 2 3.04E-06 s -1 *1 Calculated as a function of the system dimensions and default input parameters given in SI Table 16 and 17 *2 SB4N calculates the 1-year-PECs for this scenario as a function of one-directional transport only, since backward processes can usually be neglected. However, it should be considered that the backward resuspension process (an advective process that transports the free, aggregated, and attached ENPs that have settled in the sediment back to the water compartment) may not be negligible. Therefore, the influence of resuspension on both the 1-year-PECs in the water and sediment compartment has been investigated for this scenario. This was done by correcting the settling rates for backward resuspension by expressing resuspension as a resistance to settle:
This approach has been verified by comparing the calculated concentrations PECs derived from the formulations for steady state, with the calculated concentrations using the corrected settling rates over infinite time. There were no major differences observed, which indicates that it is an acceptable approach to express resuspension as a resistance to settle for this scenario. However, this approach still neglects a minor mechanism contributing to concentration of ENPs attached to suspended particles in water: free ENPs may settle to the sediment and then attach to the solid grains in the sediment compartments. If these solid grains resuspend, they will transport these ENPs back the water compartment as attached species. Nonetheless, this mechanism actually can be assumed to be negligible as settling of free ENPs is negligible S35 compared to the settling behavior of ENPs attached to suspended particles, which is also observed in experiments 40 
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